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SOUTHERN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS DECEMBER, 1985

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MANAGERIAL HEURISTICS
AND ECONOMICS IN PRICING RETAIL MEATS

Michael R. Reed and Lynn W. Robbins

Abstract HYPOTHESES

This study develops a theoretical model of It is generally accepted that supermarket
the multiproduct firm which allows for im- managers use margin or cost-plus pricing.
perfect competition in the output market. That is, changes in retail prices are expected
Hypotheses are tested for retail meat prices to reflect changes in cost, by far the biggest
concerning the degree and speed of price element of which is the wholesale cost (Buz-
transmission, the effects of interfirm com- zel et al., pp. 85-91). Consequently, retail
petition, and the interrelationship between price fluctuations should reflect, perhaps with
prices within the store. Empirical results in- some lag, variations in cost.
dicated that meat prices within a store were It is also generally accepted that super-
highly interrelated. Further, the firm was markets use loss-leader pricing. Since con-
found to be very responsive to prices of com- sumers will frequently buy many products
petitors in the short run, but more responsive on each visit to a supermarket, demand curves
to wholesale price changes in the long run. for each good in a particular store are inter-

related (Sturgess). That is, the price of some
Key words: imperfect competition, meat goods are expected to influence consumers

prices, multiproduct firm, sys- to buy other goods in the same store. Con-
tematic pricing. sequently, it is expected that when retailers

Little analytical research has been con- price some products, they consider the ef-
fects of these decisions on the entire store'sducted to explain in economic terms what s . hs is e s i r 

occurs in the retail food pricing process. es.
ess.Analytical research has been done relating 

aggregate farm prices to retail food prices individual firms may consider the effect of
using single (Sun; Mann and St. George; Wal- competition on their pricing decisions Many
dorf; Daly) or simultaneous equation models studies, Marion et al. among them, agree that

studies, Marion et al. among them, agree that(Lamm and Westcott). Levels of competition individual retailers have sufficient market
-studies have provided some implicationsstudies hve provided some implications power to affect prices in many markets. Be-
about food pricing (Marion et al.; Gray and cause the number of retailers in a local mar-
Anderson) and several descriptive studies of ket is typically small, it is likely that retailers
the retail food pricing process have also been take the competition's prices into account
made (Sturgess; Gray and Anderson; Reed and in making their own price decisions.
Robbins; Holton; Holdren; Padberg). How- Two further propositions discussed less fre-
ever, the void between what is known through quently, but that are likely to be practiced
description and economic theory remains, in the retail pricing process, are also of in-

This study attempts to fill part of that void terest to this research. The first has to do
by developing a theoretical model of retail with the amount of a wholesale cost increase
pricing and testing the validity of the model's that is transmitted to consumers through re-
underpinnings. The multiproduct firm model tail prices. Some wholesale price increases
developed here allows a more rigorous analy- might be fully passed through, others could
sis of pricing efficiency at the firm level. be only partially passed through, and still

Michael R. Reed and Lynn W. Robbins are Associate Professors, Department of Agricultural Economics, University
of Kentucky.
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others could be more than fully passed on Plz + OR
to the retail level. Consumers are perceived Qly 
as reacting differently to price changes de- _
pending on how frequently a product is pur- Qly (1 y ryz 
chased and its share of total expenditures. It where:
is hypothesized that changes in the wholesale TRly = Ply Qly
price would not be equally transmitted to
consumers for all products. This elasticity of aTRly = MRPly = supermarket y's mar-
price transmission naturally depends heavily Pily ginal revenue for good 1 by chang-
upon the nature of the product. ing good l's price,

A second but related proposition is that Qly is sales of good 1 in supermarket y,
consumers may react unfavorably to large,consumers mayreactnfay ratufvab to large, is the price elasticity of the demand curve
one time increases in the retail price. There- i s e p rice easicty of te d c
fore, it is hypothesized that, once confronted f y 
with the need for a higher retail price, i.e., r ly y 
because of wholesale price increases, retail- L Ql
ers spread the needed change over time ryz is the reaction of supermarket z to su-
through some type of partial adjustment proc- permarket y's pricing decision,
ess.

daPl Ply,
Laply PlZ ]

THE MODEL where P1 z is the price of good 1 in super-
In order to investigate which of these hy- market z,

potheses tend to depict reality, a general
retail pricing model was developed using 
standard neoclassical economic theory. The eyZ is the cross price elasticity of demand
model development starts with the assump- between supermarket y and z,
tion that the supermarket wishes to maximize
profits, thereby equating marginal revenue iQly Piz, that is,
with marginal cost. Neoclassical firm theory LPlz, Q 1y i
begins with the premise that the firm changes how much supermarket ys sales will be
output level in order to maximize profit. This a d by chane i e ie a s
assumption works well in some industries affected by changes in the price at super-assumption works well in some industries, m -
but not the retail grocery industry. Food re- market z).
tailers change prices in order to maximize Relaxation of the single product firm as-
profit, then handle the associated output de- sumption allows for the possibility of sys-
termined by consumers (on the basis of those tematic pricing, the pricing of some products
prices). In this case, the total revenue func- below marginal cost because they increase
tion is differentiated with respect to price, sales of other items. The effects of changes
rather than output, to determine the profit- in the price of good 1 on profits from the
maximizing price. other N - 1 goods in supermarket y can be

In order to allow an imperfectly compet- derived from the profit equation as follows:
itive environment, the model is constructed
with two firms, supermarkets y and z, each (2) Tny = Pny Qny - TCy, n = 2,..., N
with the power to set their own prices. The
model can easily be extended to more firms, (3) nny = p I Q=ny _ TCny Qny = 
but a two firm framework is used in this dPly P I y dQny dPly
research. Using supermarket y as the refer- OR
ence firm, the firm's marginal revenue func- rtny =(Pny - MCny) Qny = 0,
tion (by changing price) for a single product dPly dPly
firm is: where:where:

dRly Ply [ Qpy + ply alz ]+Qly Tny, is profit on sales of good n in store y,(1) nPly --

o= (DR Pny is s price of good n in store y,

Q [(Py QlIy + Ply dZ dQly TCny is total cost of good n in store y, and

y L Qly dPly P1z dPly Plz MCny is marginal cost of good n in store y.
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There are two conflicting effects which adjustment model: N
determine the sign of Q- The first is a (6) Pr=bo+bPw(tl)+ c (Pr- P_ )t(Py y(tI) -- C n(pry P ny)t
substitution or "switch-over" effect which is b r + b 
positive; that is, as the price of good 1 de- 3 lz(t-) 4 ly(t-i)

creases (increases), purchases of other goods
in the store may decrease (increase) due to where: b,, b, b4 > 0 and I cn I > 0.
the relative price change (i.e., people may Equation (6) shows the current period's re-
decrease the amount of ground beef pur- tail price for good 1 being influenced by the
chased if the price of pork loin decreases). previous period's wholesale price and com-
The second is a draw effect which is negative. petitor's price for good 1. The expected signs
More people may shop at the store if the for coefficients are shown below the equa-
price of good 1 is decreased. When people tion Introducing the lagged retail price of
are drawn to the store by good l's price, good 1 as a right-hand side variable allows
they not only buy good 1, but also purchase retail price to partially adjust to its equilib-
other goods in the store. The systematic effect rium value, which is one of the hypotheses
is the combination of these two impacts and of this research.
can, therefore, be positive or negative de-
pending on which effect dominates.

The profit maximizing position for super- PROCEDURE
market y is to equate marginal revenue from
good 1 plus marginal profit from the other The hypotheses posed earlier were tested
N - 1 goods in in the store to marging equation (6) and retail price data for
good 1: six different meat items (ground beef,

N chicken, T-bone steak, pot roast, round steak,
(4) Qi (01 + ei + r e) + E (P. and pork loin) collected from two super-

4n=2 l ( + market chains. The stores were in the same
market area, Lexington, Kentucky. Meat prices

-MCny) 0Qy = dTCy Qly. were analyzed in this study because meat
aPly OQly OPly purchases carry the highest weight in con-

The first term in equation (4) is the expres- umer expenditures, meat is an important
sion for MRPy, which should be a function agricultural commodity, and the raw farm
of supermarket y's and supermarket z's price Product is more easily identifiable in the final
of good 1. Therefore, equation (4) could be Poduct form. Because price comparison is
solved for the profit-maximizing price for especially difficult with meats, special care
good 1. For simplicity, it is assumed that was taken to ensure maximum product uni-
MRPiy is a linear function of Ply and Plz, which formity when collecting meat prices.
is consistent with a linear demand specifi- The sampled meat prices were intention-
cation. It is expected that the derivative of ally chosen in order to represent a cross-
MRPIy is positive with respect to Ply and neg- sectional view of meat department pricing
ative with respect to Plz. It is further assumed decisions. Some items were selected because
that the wholesale price of the product is management considered them to be loss-lead-
the best measure of marginal cost because ers. Others were considered because they
this is a shortrun pricing model and the were considered to be cost-plus priced or
wholesale cost of the product is approxi- because they were competitively priced. Re-
mately 80 percent of the sale price ( Pro- tail prices were collected on a weekly basis
gressive Grocer ). Solving for Ply gives: during a I-year period from February, 1981,

N through February, 1982. Data on wholesale
(5) p'4 = bo + b1P'?^ + E c (P'-r _ p prices were also collected during the same

n=2 period. Wholesale prices were only available
+ b pr for one supermarket, so retail prices at that

+3 Pz, supermarket were used as dependent varia-
where the r superscript denotes retail and bles.
the w superscript denotes wholesale. The six individual product regressions were

Finally, lagged adjustments are incorpo- estimated using three-stage least squares. This
rated into equation (5) assuming a partial technique was required because the regres-
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sion model for each meat cut included the The systematic pricing effects are measured

price of other meats as righthand side vari- by the coefficients on margins for the meat

ables (through the inclusion of the margin products in Table 1. Over three-fourths of the

variables). In addition, three stage least margin coefficients (24 of 30) are larger than

squares allows for contemporaneous corre- their standard errors, indicating that retailers

lation between errors across equations, which follow systematic pricing rules. If the draw

could be present due to omitted variables. effect dominates, the margin coefficient is

The prices of all other goods in the store negative, which is the case for eleven of the

should be included in each regression model variables whose coefficients are greater than

in order to measure completely the system- their standard error. If the substitution effect

atic pricing process. However, this specifi- dominates, the margin coefficient is positive,
cation only allowed for a systematic pricing which is the case for thirteen of the variables
effect among the six meat products. This whose coefficients are greater than their
abstracts slightly from reality, but it circum- standard error. Note that these coefficients
vents problems with degrees of freedom and for the systematic pricing effect are net ef-

weighting of different products. fects. Each individual commodity will have
Equation (6) was estimated using two data a draw and substitution effect; the coefficient

sets. One estimation used the actual weekly measures the net of the two effects.
observations for each of the variables. The Each price equation has at least one prod-
second estimation used a 4-week moving av- uct margin with a substantial net draw effect.
erage for each of the variables. The latter Hamburger has the most margins with a net

procedure allows insights into the longer run draw effect (three), followed by chicken, T-
price decisions of the firm through use of bone steak and round steak (two each). The
the partial adjustment parameter, which is

minusthe coefficiparlent p arameter, which is largest negative systematic effect is for T-bone
one minus the coeficient on the lagged retal where a 1 0-cent increase in hamburger's mar-

price of good in equation (6). gin would decrease the price of T-bone by
over 1.5 cents. Each price equation also had
at least one substantial net substitution effect.

RESULTS Pot roast and pork loin have the most (three),

followed by ground beef, chicken, and T-
The wholesale price of the meat product bone steak (two each). The largest positive

does not play much of a role in determining systematic effect was between T-bone steak
the retail price on a weekly basis, Table 1. price a chicken margin, where a 0-cent
No product had a coefficient for wholesale decrease in chicken margin would decrease
price which was positive and larger than its the T-bone steak price by over 2 cents.

standard error. Wholesale price was nega- There is a great deal of pairwise consistency
tively associated with three of the six retail for the systematic influences If product A
prices; the coefficient for round steak was has a substantial net draw effect with product
also larger than its standard error.also larger than its standard error, product B would either have a substantial

A close look at the price data for round draw with product A or no substantial

steak revealed that the retailer periodically eet dra w with prodct A o products most
made substantial cuts in the retail price of efet ly th o ught of as draw items, roud

round steak without substantial changes in frequently thought of as draw items, ground
round steak without substantial changes in beef and chicken, have substantial net draw
other variables. Many times these large price effects but the coefficients are relatively
changes would occur simultaneously with a effects, but the coefficients ar e latively

small wholesale price change in the opposite smalt e Thustihe dra effects may be large,
direction. Therefore, correlation exists, but but the substitution ects for ground bee
it is doubtful that a causal link is present. and ieare almost as large. The two

There is certainly no evidence of a con- largest net draw effects, for T-bone and round

sistent, substantial link between wholesale steak, indicatethat groundbeefsalesinrease
and retail meat prices on a weekly basis, Table as the price of those meat products fall.

1. Critics of the retail grocery industry have Four of the coefficients on lagged retail

made this charge for a long time and have price were negative, which means that retail

ridiculed the industry for its lack of price prices overadjust to changes in other right-

efficiency. The contention is that a price ef- hand-side variables. All of those coefficients

ficient market would show a strong positive were greater than their standard error. This

correlation between retail and wholesale overadjustment cannot continue in the long

prices. run without an unstable solution for retail
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TABLE L. RETAIL PRICE EQUATIONS USING WEEKLY DATA; SELECTED MEAT ITEMS; LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY; 1981-82

Retail price for meat item Wholesale Margin for Margin for Margin for t- Margin for Margin for Margin for Competitor's Lagged
Intercept price ground beef chicken bone pot roast round steak pork loin price retail price

Ground beef ........................................... 1.69a 0.02 0.55 -0.18 -0.12 -0.15 0.53 0.42 -0.28
(0.18) (0.11) - (0.11) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.09) (0.13) (0.06)

Chicken................................................... 0.62 -0.07 0.36 0.10 -0.11 -0.02 -0.38 0.23 -0.14
(0.25) (0.24) (0.11) - (0.03) (0.06) (0.04) (0.11) (0.08) (0.13)

T-bone ..................................................... 3.08 -0.15 -1.73 2.26 0.10 -0.31 1.28 0.20 0.14
(0.86) (0.18) (0.56) (0.71) - (0.32) (0.17) (0.51) (0.12) (0.10)

Pot roast .................................................. 1.73 0.42 -0.23 1.27 0.19 0.25 -0.36 0.17 -0.55
(0.59) (0.50) (0.36) (0.71) (0.08) - (0.10) (0.28) (0.08) (0.12)

Round steak ........................................... 7.19 -2.22 -1.05 0.52 -0.44 0.20 1.72 -0.05 -0.13
(1.91) (1.09) (0.57) (0.71) (0.16) (0.33) - (0.44) (0.21) (0.09)

Pork loin................................................. 0.83 0.02 0.43 -0.53 0.07 0.03 0.10 0.15 0.10
(0.12) (0.04) (0.08) (0.10) (0.02) (0.05) (0.03) - (0.03) (0.06)

aFigures in parentheses are standard errors.
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TABLE 2. RETAIL PRICE EQUATIONS USING FOUR WEEK MOVING AVERAGE DATA; SELECTED MEAT ITEMS; LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY; 1981-82

Retail price for meat item Wholesale Margin for Margin for Margin for t- Margin for Margin for Margin for Competition's Lagged

Intercept price ground beef chicken Bone pot roast round steak pork loin price retail price

Ground beef ............................ 042 0.42 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.06 -0.02 -0.29 0.46

(0.16) (0.11) - (0.13) (0.01) (0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.07) (0.07)

Chicken ....................................- 003.......... 0.37 -0.20 -0.03 0.22 0.04 0.01 -0.01 0.51
(0.14) (0.18) (0.14) - (0.01) (0.03) (0.04) (0.04) (0.05) (0.11)

T-bone ..................................................... 1.08 -0.14 -1.41 2.61 -0.95 0.29 -0.15 0.12 0.84

(0.24) (0.13) (0.38) (0.55) - (0.17) (0.09) (0.12) (0.11) (0.06)

Pot roast .................................................. -1.23 0.96 -0.19 0.15 0.11 0.17 -0.15 0.28 0.67

(0.50) (0.33) (0.34) (0.68) (0.05) (0.08) (0.12) (0.10) (0.18)

Round steak ........................................... 2.61 -0.40 0.62 -2.10 0.20 0.43 0.32 -0.53 0.53

(1.46) (0.85) (0.63) (0.75) (0.13) (0.25) - (0.19) (0.21) (0.10)

Pork loin ................................................. .06 0.05 026 -0.77 0.05 0.12 -0.19 0.07 0.91
(0.17) (0.04) (0.13) (0.16) (0.02) (0.05) (0.04) (0.05) (0.10)

aFigures in parentheses are standard errors.



meat prices. The negative coefficients using equilibrium will be made during a month's
weekly data simply reinforce the fact that time. Two of the more expensive meat cuts,
retail prices are highly volatile and the pre- T-bone and pork loin, exhibited very long
vious week's price is a poor estimate for the adjustment patterns with retail price moving
next week's price. only about 10 to 20 percent of the amount

The results of the model using a 4-week needed to reach equilibrium in one period.
moving average for each variable are shown These results contrast sharply with the results
in Table 2. This procedure allows an inves- from weekly data and lend further evidence
tigation of the longer run influences on retail that retail prices are much less volatile on a
meat prices. The results using averaged data monthly basis than on a weekly basis.
are quite different from weekly data for some Short and longrun coefficients for the
variables. Wholesale meat prices are much wholesale price for each of the meat products
more important in explaining retail price using the averaged data are shown in Table
movements with this longer run analysis. Only 3. The estimates were derived from the re-
the round steak price variable had a coeffi- duced-form equations using the coefficients
cient on the wholesale price which was less for the wholesale price and the partial ad-
than its standard error. The coefficient on justment parameter (from the lagged retail
wholesale price for both ground beef and price coefficient).
chicken were slightly less than 0.50, indi- Four of the six shortrun partial derivatives
eating that the retailer absorbs more than were between zero and one. The coefficient
one-half of the wholesale price movements for T-bone steak was essentially zero and the
for those two meats during the first period. coefficient for round steak was negative. In
The retail price of pot roast essentially moved the long run, three of the six partial deriv-
in concert with its wholesale price. atives were between zero and one, with all

There were almost as many substantial sys- being between 0.70 and 0.80. Pot roast's
tematic coefficients using the 4-week moving partial derivative exceeded one. Changes in
average data as with the weekly data (twenty- wholesale ground beef, chicken, and pork
three versus twenty-four). However, all mar- loin are not totally passed on to consumers
gin coefficients for the ground beef equation in the form of retail prices, even in the long
and three of the margin coefficients for run. The retailer must feel that retail price
chicken and T-bone are smaller in absolute stability for these products is so important
value using the averaged data. T-bone is still that the store will suffer lower margins if
a strong, net draw for ground beef and round wholesale prices rise, but enjoy larger mar-
steak is a strong, net draw for chicken using gins if wholesale prices fall.
the averaged data. T-bone remains a strong When the partial derivatives are converted
net substitute for chicken. to elasticity form, which is consistent with

The influence of the competitor's pricing decision, the magnitudes
much less pronounced with the smoothed are slightly smaller in absolute value than
data. T-bone, pot roast, and pork loin had the partial derivatives. The three meat prod-
positive coefficients on the competitor's price ucts with the highest sales volumes (ground
which were larger than their standard error. beef, chicken, and pork loin) had elasticities
Retail ground beef and round steak prices around.65.Aconstantmarkuppricingscheme
were found to be negatively related to the implies an elasticity of wholesale price on
competitor's price. This indicates that the eilrice of 1.. Retail rice chanes for
retailer consistently tried to use these prod- p
uct prices to differentiate his store from the TABLE 3. PARTIAL DERIVATIVES AND ELASTICITIES OF CHANGES
competitor's. Ground beef and round steak IN THE WHOLESALE PRICE ON THE RETAIL PRICE USING
were probably major features in the store's AVERAGED DATA; SELECTED MEAT ITEMS; LEXINGTON,

advertising campaign when their prices were KNK, 98182
lowered relative to the competition. This Longrun

Meat product Shortrun Long run elasticitycompetition was more pronounced using the M horrun Longrun elasticityGround beef .............. .44 .79 .62averaged data. Chicken ..................... .43 .80 .67
The coefficients for lagged retail price us- T-bone ....................... -. 01 -. 04 .02

ing the averaged data confirm the partial ad- Pot oast ............. 96 2.67 1.37
Round steak .............. -.38 -.79 -. 43justment hypothesis for ground beef, chicken, Pork loin .......... .11 .73 .60

pot roast, and round steak. The results suggest a These partial derivatives and elasticities are derived
that about 50 percent of the movement to from the reduced-form coefficients.
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these high volume meats are less than would agement takes into consideration the draw
be expected from a perfect markup pricing and substitution impacts of price changes for
model; retail pot roast prices change more individual products. Some meat products, es-
than expected. pecially T-bone, have larger net draw effects

The retailer tends to increase margins on than the traditional loss leader meats, ground
some meat cuts if wholesale prices are rising beef and chicken. The reason is that ground
and tends to decrease margins in other meat beef and chicken have large substitution ef-
cuts. Because overall meat prices tend to fects which tend to lessen the net draw.
move together, especially individual types of The studied firm seems to follow two ad-
meat (i.e., beef), the retailer can follow this ditional strategies, depending on the time
strategy in the meat department and still keep frame. In the short run, the firm prices its
the department's overall margin at an ac- meat products so that they are competitive
ceptable level. with the other major store in town. For most

The signs for partial derivatives and the meat products, any changes in the compet-
elasticity are all negative for T-bone and round itor's price elicits a similar, but smaller change
steak. All the numbers are very close to zero i the studied retailer's price.
for T-bone steak. As indicated earlier, the In the longer run the firm seems to pay
result for round steak is due to the lack of much more attention to the movement of
variation in wholesale prices, coupled with wholer than its competitor
aggressive retail pricing in some weeks. The ce islongrun strategy is much more
coefficient of variation for the wholesale 
round steak price was the smallest of the six price efficient than the short run strategy.
products while that for the retail round steak Another aspect of wholesale price move-
price was the largest of the six products. If ments is that the retailer responds quite dif-

there were more substantial changes in ferently to wholesale price changes depending

wholesale round steak prices, the results on which meat product is involved. This
would probably be more consistent with the- strategy is clearly less efficient in economic
oretical expectations. terms, but is probably better than no linkage

between wholesale and retail prices.
The most important finding is that store

CONCLUDING REMARKS managers act in a manner which is consistent

Results of this study allow some interesting with the theoretical development. They not
observations concerning retail price deci- only react to wholesale price increases (on
sionmaking in the food industry. The firm a longterm basis), but also consider the im-
follows a short and longrun systematic pric- pacts of individual price fluctuations on the
ing strategy which is product specific. Man- store's total sales volume.
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